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Abstract
Objective: This article describes the adaptation of a rating scale of interpersonal psychotherapy problem areas to include a fifth problem area appropriate to bipolar disorder and an interrater agreement study in identifying interpersonal problem areas and selecting a primary treatment focus if patients were to engage in treatment. Method: Five research interpersonal psychotherapists assessed nine audiotapes of a single interview with five bipolar and four unipolar patients in which the interpersonal inventory and identification of problem areas were undertaken. Results: Raters agreed on presence and absence of problem areas in seven tapes. Kappas for identification of problem areas were 1.00 (grief), 0.77 (role dispute), 0.61 (role transition), 0.57 (interpersonal deficits) and 1.00 (loss of healthy self). Kappa for agreement on a primary clinical focus if patients were to engage in interpersonal psychotherapy treatment was 0.64. Conclusions: The adaptation of the original scale to include an area pertinent to bipolar disorder proved to be applicable and relevant for use with this population. The results show substantial interrater agreement in identifying problem areas and potential treatment focus.
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Resumo
Objetivo: Este artigo descreve a adaptação de uma escala de avaliação de áreas problema da psicoterapia interpessoal que inclui uma área própria ao transtorno bipolar e um estudo de concordância em identificar áreas problema e selecionar um foco primário de tratamento caso os pacientes fossem participar de tratamento. Método: Cinco terapeutas interpessoais avaliaram nove audiotapes de uma única entrevista com cinco pacientes bipolares e quatro pacientes unipolares em que o inventário interpessoal e identificação de áreas problema foram empreendidos. Resultados: Os avaliadores concordaram na presença e ausência de áreas problema em sete fitas. Kappas para identificação de áreas problema foram 1,00 (luto), 0,77 (disputa de papel), 0,61 (transição de papel), 0,57 (déficits interpessoais) e 1,00 (perda do self sadio). Kappa para concordância num foco de tratamento clínico foi 0,64. Conclusões: A adaptação da escala original para incluir área pertinente ao transtorno bipolar mostrou-se relevante para o uso com tal população. Os resultados demonstram uma concordância substancial entre avaliadores na identificação de áreas problema e foco de tratamento.

Descritores: Psicoterapia; Relações interpessoais; Problemas e exercícios; Imagens (psicoterapia); Escalas
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Introduction

Interpersonal psychotherapy (IPT), a time-limited psychotherapy that was initially developed and manualized for unipolar depression by Klerman et al., was adapted to treat bipolar disorder by the second author of this paper and named interpersonal and social rhythm therapy (IPSRT).

IPT treatment strategies focus on four specific interpersonal problem areas: grief, interpersonal role disputes, role transitions, and interpersonal deficits. In IPSRT a fifth problem area, "loss of healthy self," was added to describe the symbolic loss patients experience as a consequence of the illness.2,3

There have been important reviews on both IPT4-6 and IPSRT7 outcome studies, but only a few reviewed their basic processes for clinical formulation and focus of treatment.8 Markowitz et al., in an attempt to study IPT components, developed a scale designed to assess interpersonal problem area identification and choice of treatment foci (IPT Problem Area Rating Scale - IPARS).9 In a reliability study of three research psychotherapists rating 16 audiotapes from a treatment study of dysthymic disorder, therapists agreed closely on ratings, providing empirical support for potential therapist consistency in problem area selection.

Our objective in this study was to assess interrater agreement of IPT therapists in identifying problem areas and potential treatment focus from audiotapes of unipolar and bipolar patients using a modified version of the IPARS. We hypothesized that our findings would confirm prior positive results using the original scale, and that our adaptation for bipolar disorder and redefinition of interpersonal deficits would not affect reliability.

Adaptation of the Interpersonal Problem Areas Rating Scale

The first two authors modified the original Interpersonal Problem Areas Rating Scale, expanding it to include a fifth problem area, "loss of healthy self", appropriate to the treatment of patients with bipolar disorder (IPARS-M - Appendix).

Another change was made on how interpersonal deficits were rated. The original scale has deficits in relation to personality traits and/or lack of social skills. The objective was to remain close to the initial definition of this problem area, which included patients that 1) are socially isolated, 2) have an adequate number of relationships, but find them unfulfilling and/or have difficulty in sustaining them, and 3) have lingering symptoms, untreated or inadequately treated in the past, that interfere with relationships. A detailed explanation of our conceptualization of this important problem area was presented in a previous paper.10

A question about the patient’s perception of the primary problem was also added. This addition stems from the clinical observation that patient and therapist will occasionally disagree on the therapeutic task, requiring a compromise on the primary focus of treatment.

Method

IPT/IPSRT problem areas were assessed through a set of questions established as a structured interview guide. The questions were focused on the time period within the prior year of the interview, although the time frame can be adjusted to meet the aim of any treatment.

Training of all raters was performed before use of the IPARS-M, in which a videotaped IPT initial session was rated as a case example. Following the training, the first author interviewed all patients and completed the IPARS-M. Four experienced IPT research therapists, blind to the interviewer’s assessment, rated the tapes using the same scale, yielding 18 ratings that could be paired for comparison.

The raters, three psychologists and two social workers, were trained in IPT at the University of Pittsburgh, had a mean of 17.6 years of clinical experience and 10.8 years of IPT experience. They were selected to participate in the study based on availability to participate in the training portion of the study and rating of all tapes as well as sound IPT experience. The agreement between the five raters was evaluated using a Kappa statistic11,12 on the presence of each interpersonal problem area and separately on the selection of primary treatment focus if patients were to engage in IPT treatment.

Patients were recruited while they were at the clinic for medication visits. Only recovered patients that had not been treated with IPT or IPSRT prior to the interview were included.

Results

Eleven patients, six with bipolar disorder and five with unipolar disorder, from ongoing research studies at the University of Pittsburgh took part in the study. One patient denied any interpersonal problem and one tape was inaudible; therefore, data from nine patients, five bipolar and four unipolar, were analyzed for this study. Five patients were male and four female, with mean (± SD) age of 36.2 ± 14.9 years, ranging from 21 to 57 years. In terms of clinical characteristics, the median number of prior depressive episodes was four, and the median number of manic episodes for bipolar subjects was two, with the number of depressive or manic episodes ranging from one to six.

The paired ratings agreed on presence and absence of IPT/IPSRT problem areas in seven tapes and disagreed in two. In one case, the disagreement was over interpersonal deficit. In the other case, raters classified the same issue into different problem areas – role transition and interpersonal deficit. Grief was identified in five tapes, but only one case was classified as complicated bereavement. Role dispute was identified in six tapes. Role transition was identified in eight tapes (one disagreement). Interpersonal deficits were identified in six tapes (two disagreements). Loss of healthy self, the fifth problem area added to the scale, was identified in four tapes of the five bipolar patients interviewed.

The interrater reliability rates for identification of problem areas were 1.00 (grief), 0.77 (role dispute), 0.61 (role transition), 0.57 (interpersonal deficits) and 1.00 (loss of healthy self). Kappa for agreement on primary focus of treatment was 0.64. The problem area most frequently chosen as primary treatment focus was role transition (four agreements, and two disagreements), followed by loss of healthy self (two agreements). Raters agreed on role dispute as primary focus in one tape and disagreed in another. Grief was not classified as primary treatment focus by any rater and only one rater classified interpersonal deficits as the primary clinical focus.

In the field “main problem according to the patient,” only one patient’s perception of primary problem was different from that of the rater, yielding a kappa of 0.82 ± 0.16.

Discussion

This study confirms prior positive results using the original interpersonal problem area assessment scale. The modified version described here expanded the original study to include bipolar disorder without affecting reliability.

Substantial overall therapist agreement on problem area identification and choice of treatment foci suggests that formulation of the therapeutic task can be effectively grounded in the problem areas proposed in IPT and IPSRT.
The fifth problem area added to the scale, “loss of healthy self,” had high prevalence in the bipolar patients studied, demonstrating its applicability and relevance to the assessment of interpersonal problems in the bipolar population. Four out of five bipolar patients were identified with this problem area and, in two cases, it would be the primary treatment focus. Frank described in her book on bipolar disorder treatment, that most bipolar patients have a tendency to divide their lives in two: the person that he/she had been before developing the illness and the person he/she was now. She goes on to say that they are often frustrated by the limitations posed (or apparently posed) by the illness and frequently need to compromise their ideals to make certain that their needs, as determined by the illness, are met. Evidence for these statements is apparent in the high prevalence of this problem area in our sample and highlights the importance of identifying symbolic and real losses that, if left untreated, can diminish the patient’s well-being, lead to non-adherence and impact social functioning.

Not surprisingly, interpersonal deficits had the lowest reliability score. This problem area is the least well-defined in IPT, causing discrepancies in its identification and treatment. Future research needs to focus on developing clearer definition and clinical strategies for different types of interpersonal deficits to avoid the risk of having this problem area overlooked and undertreated.

Almost perfect agreement between raters and patients on what would be the clinical focus if patients were to engage in psychotherapy strongly suggests that the IPT/IPSRT rationale would be well received and make personal sense to most patients even for those who are not undergoing treatment.

The major limitation of this study is the small sample size of patients and raters. It is not possible to know how well these results would generalize to larger samples of patients and raters or how well the scale would perform in them.

Clinical and research implications

Our data suggest that therapist adherence and competence can be evaluated and enhanced, at least for the initial phase of treatment, by use of the modified version of the IPARS-M.

Since treatment approach integrity is central to the interpretation of results from research on psychotherapy, adding such an instrument to the protocol would be a definite advance.

Although evaluating the validity of a structured questionnaire to identify problem areas was not part of this study’s objective, its use proved efficacious to produce the information needed for a potential case formulation in a single interview. Further work needs to be carried out on the standardization of questionnaires that function as interview guides in IPT/IPSRT. Results of this pilot study suggest that its use might rapidly produce the information needed for therapeutic task formulation.

For clinical training purposes, such instruments might prove helpful training/supervising tools. Frank and Scocco developed a model of IPT training for clinicians, where Italian trainees, after identification of problem areas, filled out an Italian translation of the modified IPARS-M version described in this article. The authors concluded that the use of various forms of supervision, including a more structured tool like the IPARS-M, can accomplish positive results.

Finally, although outcome research studies are a necessary path to evidence-based treatment, they have not been sufficient for IPT/IPSRT dissemination into clinical practice, which depends not only on the information that these approaches work, but on how they work. Instruments like those discussed here might play an important role in IPT/IPSRT training and further increase in their use.
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Appendix
IPT Problem Area Rating Scale (IPARS-M) *

Rater: __________________________ Date: ______________
Patient Initials: __________________________

Mark whether each problem area is present or absent, and check ALL appropriate explanatory items. At the end you will be asked to choose a primary focus for IPT with this subject based on the information available from the tape.

Interpersonal Problem Areas

1. Grief
   present____ absent____
   uncomplicated____ complicated____
If grief is present, identify:
   a. deceased________
   b. relationship to subject________________________
   c. date of death________
   d. number of months between death and onset of episode____

2. Interpersonal Dispute
   present____ absent____
If present identify:
   a. significant other________________________
   b. does an impasse exist? Yes____ no____
   c. predominant theme of dispute:________
      i. authority/ dominance____
      ii. dependency____
      iii. sexual issue____
      iv. child rearing____
      v. getting married/separation____
      vi. transgression____
      vii. other________________________
   d. Which theme checked in c. is primary?________
   Approximate duration of dispute in months____

3. Role Transition
   present____ absent____
If present, Identify:
   a. geographic move________________________
   b. marriage/cohabitation/dating____
   c. separation/divorce____
   d. school____
   e. job/ retirement____
   f. health issue____
   g. other (specify):________________________
   h. diagnosis of dysthymic disorder as role transition____
If more than one checked, which predominates?________
Number of months between event and onset of episode____

4. Interpersonal Deficit
   present____ absent____
If present specify characteristics; check all that apply:
   a. social isolation________
      long standing____ recent____
   b. inadequate relationships____
      long standing____ recent____
   c. unsustained relationships____
      long standing____ recent____
   If recent, specify how long the deficit has been present and possible causes________________________

5. Loss of Healthy Self
   present____ absent____
If present, what losses and feelings are identified by the patient and for how long:________________________

B. Formulation of Therapeutic Task
1. Rank interpersonal problem areas marked as "present" in order of their apparent impact on the subject's mood (1 = most important, 2 = of secondary importance, 3 = less important):
   Grief____ Dispute____ Transition____ Deficit____ Loss of Healthy Self____
2. What is the main problem according to the subject?________________________

3. Which problem areas would you use to formulate a treatment contract with this subject? (List up to 2, ranking 1 = most important)
   Grief____ Dispute____ Transition____ Deficit____ Loss of Healthy Self____
4. What is the rationale for your answer to question 2 and 3?________________________

5. Did the interviewer on the tape bias your response by indicating his/her opinion of problem areas? Yes____ No____
6. Did the tape provide adequate information to formulate a problem area diagnosis? Yes____ No____
7. Other comments
   __________________________
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